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According to the diary,official history、local history and other related documentation，
the article will discuss the ritual life of gentry in the Qing Dynasty from the perspective of
socio-cultural history,combined with the anthropological study of ritual.Through ritual
activities of the diary,we can analyze the ritual life of gentry,gentry's religion and their
perceptions of ritual,It also says that Gentry participate in the ritual and make their ritual
function,which will deepen the knowledge of the gentry,beliefs,rituals.
The ritual played an important part in official history and laws in the past
dynasties.From the patriarchal clan system in Western Zhou to the developing of the
following patriarchal organization,the ritual played a great role. It even affects all kinds of
ranks and daily life in society.The ritual,such as the official ritual,the idolatrous
procession，the praying for rain and sun,the ancestor worship and so on,has its own special
significance and function. The gentry have being believed in Confucianism since Emperor
Wu in the Han Dynasty carried out a policy of proscribing all non-Confucian schools of
thought and espousing Confucianism as the orthodox state ideology.Thanks to being
affected by Confucianism,Chinese traditional gentry avoid talking about ghosts in the
public,so their attitude to religion is always in a contradictory state. The diary during the
period of Ming and Qing recorded that there were lots of records on ritual activities. To
some extent diary can reflect personal life,feeling and idea. It's a direct and feasible way to
discuss the gentry in the ritual in the form of diary.
The thesis focuses on Wang Wenshao to discuss the ritual life of gentry. He was
actively participate in official ritual,community ritual and family ritual.It is said that gentry
believed in Confucianism from the traditional view. However,the gentry's daily life is great
influenced by religion in the reality. Considering their personal identity and the actual
interests,the gentry take an active part in ritual and religion activities,so that ritual has
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